
Fluorine Fragment Library
The  Fluorine Fragment Library extracted from the General FragmentsCollection comprises more than 4,700 fluorine-
containing compounds, including an Advanced Subset of nearly 2,800 compounds selected by the following criteria:

Natural Product-like Fragment Library
Life Chemicals presents a collection of Natural Product-like Fragments generated via Scaffold Tree approach. More than 
17,000 level-two and level-three scaffolds were extracted from the Universal Natural Product Database using scaffold tree 
analysis. After excluding undesirable and primitive chemotypes, the remaining ca. 4,000 structures were used for 
substructure search within the Life Chemicals Fragment Collection. Fragments derived from scaffolds showing at least 85 % 
similarity with the natural product-derived scaffold set mentioned above were included as well. The resulting database was 
subject to additional structural filtering to provide more than 3,100 natural product-like fragments.

Ultimate Fragment Library
The Life Chemicals Ultimate Fragment Library (7,600 compounds) was designed by applying ultimately refined picking 
approach to our stock screening compound collection: the Rule of Three and TPSA ≤ 80 Å2 cut-off. It is known that more 
than 80 % of drugs on the market have an estimated logSw value greater than - 4. Thus, the solubility filtering was also 
used to design this Fragment Subset.

Physicochemical criteria characterizing the selection are as follows:

Fsp3-enriched Fragment Library
Recently it was found that the mean Fsp³ value goes up from 0.36 for 2.2 million molecules in the drug discovery phase to 
0.47 for 1,179 approved drugs. Applying the mentioned above Fsp³ cut-off to the Life Chemicals General Fragment Library 
resulted in our Fsp³-enriched Fragment Library of around 16,100 compounds.

Superposition of sets of the compounds with a relatively high Fsp³ value and filtering them by strict Rule of Three criteria 
along with TPSA 90Å2 cut-off gives rise to our Advanced Fsp³-enriched Fragment Subset comprising more than 6,200 
compounds. To ensure discarding “ugly” compounds, PAINS and our in-house developed toxicophore and undesired 
functionalities filtering was applied as well.
Physicochemical parameters of the Advanced Fsp³-enriched Fragment Library Subset:

MW

ClogP

Fsp³

Number of rings

Rotatable bonds 

H-donors

H-acceptors

Number of acidic groups

Number of basic groups

Parameter Range

< 350

< 3.5

 > 0.4

1 - 3

˜ 4

0 - 3

0 - 4

< 2

< 2

Covalent Fragment Library
The Library of over 4,000 Rule of Three compliant potential covalent inhibitors was created by singling out compounds with 
specific structural fragments (functional groups) that are known to form covalent bonds with amino acid residues in binding 
sites of targeted proteins, e.g. Lys, Cys, Ser, His and Tyr. 

In addition, molecules with highly reactive electrophilic and nucleophilic groups (non-selective binders) as well as compounds 
with non-drug-like cores were discarded, using unwanted fragments and appropriate PAINS filters resulting in the Advanced 
Subset of more than 2,400 compounds.

Chemical classes and structural fragments shown below were used for arraying potential covalent inhibitors:

Acetals
Acrylamides
Acrylonitriles
a-Dicarbonyl compounds
Aliphatic thiols
Aromatic thiols
Epoxides
Ketals
Maleimides and related compounds 

Fragment Library with Experimental Solubility Data
Taking into account the fact that solubility of fragments is the key feature that limits their use in various 
screening techniques of FBDD, Life Chemicals developed its in-house high-throughput technique of kinetic and 
thermodynamic determination of aqueous solubility of fragments from its proprietary collection.

The Fragment Library with Experimental Solubility Data includes over 17,800 compounds with confirmed experimental 
solubility in DMSO (by solubility intervals, 20-200 mM). More than 5,500 fragments possess data on quantitative 
experimental thermodynamic solubility  in PBS (Phosphate Buffer System) by HPLC. Kinetic Experimental Solubility Data 
were measured for over 12,000 compounds by visual determination of solubility, observing scattering of solutions. Overview:

• Guaranteed solubility of all compounds in DMSO at high concentration (200 mM)
• Approximately 81 % of these fragments are soluble in phosphate buffer at 1 mM, and 66 % – at 5 mM.

Fluorine Fragment Cocktails
Life Chemicals has designed its unique Library of Fluorine Fragment Cocktails employing a number of physicochemical 
parameters and medicinal chemistry structure filters. The choice of fluorinated motifs present in the library is 
fundamental in order to ensure a large coverage of chemical space and local environment of fluorine. 

The Library is pooled in sets of 10 fragments with the most different 19F NMR chemical shifts in order to facilitate screening 
results interpretation. 135 Fluorine Fragment Cocktails comprise 1,350 in-stock drug-like fluorine-containing fragments  
satisfy the following parameters:

Physicochemical parameters:

85 < MW < 300
-2.0 < ClogP < 4.6
H-bond Donors ≤ 4
H-bond Acceptors ≤ 6
Rotatable bonds ≤ 10
TPSA ≤ 120 Å2
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H-acceptors

logS

Rings count

-CN, -NO₂, Br count

S, Cl count

Benzene count

100 - 300

-2 - 3

< 100 Å2

˜ 3

˜ 3
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≥ -3.5

1 - 4

˜ 1

˜ 2

˜ 1
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1.2

55 Å2

2.
1

1.2

2.6

Parameter Range Average Values

MW

ClogP

Fsp³

TPSA

Rotatable bonds

H-donors

H-acceptors

Benzene count

˜ 300

< 3

> 0.45

< 90 Å2

˜ 3

˜ 3

˜ 3

˜ 1

218

1.07

0.64

46 Å2

2.1

1.2

2.2

0.5

Parameter Range Average Values

MW

ClogP

TPSA

Rotatable bonds

H-donors

H-acceptors

ClogSw

Halogens (except F)

S atoms 

Ring count

Fused rings

Benzene count

Parameter Range

150 - 300

-2 - 3

< 80 Å2

˜ 3.0

˜ 3.0

˜ 3.0

-3

˜ 1

˜ 1

1 - 3

˜ 2

˜ 1

MW

Fsp3

TPSA

Rotatable bonds

H-donors

H-acceptors

 Chiral centres

Functionalization points 

-CN, -NO2, Br count

S, Cl count

Ring count  

Parameter Range

100 - 300

> 0.47

< 100 Å2

˜ 3.0

˜ 3.0

˜ 4.0

≥ 1 

2 

˜ 1

˜ 2

1 - 4

Being at the forefront of current market trends in drug discovery, Life Chemicals has prepared its novel Fragment 
Collection of more than 145,000 diverse drug-like compounds (45,000 fragments in stock, 100,000 tangible 
structures). Demonstrated below is a variety of fragment libraries based on specific compound characteristics.

General Fragment Library 
The Life Chemicals General Fragment Library comprises about 45,000 stock available compounds with MW ≤ 300 and 
ClogP ≤ 3.0. 

More scrupulous assay applying expanded Rule of Three parameters and additional physicochemical and structural filters 
enabled us to work out our Advanced Subset of over 15,800 in-stock fragments. Additionally, the compounds were passed 
through Substructure and PAINS structural filters.
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The criteria used to design the Life Chemicals Advanced Fragment Subset:

-2.2

2.4

˜ 1

˜ 2

˜ 1

3D Fragment Library
Life Chemicals has designed its drug-like 3D Fragment Library (3,200 fragments) using physicochemical properties and 
descriptors that allow to evaluate 3D-dimensionality and diversity of the molecules. Principal moments of inertia (PMI) 
calculation was used as an efficient method to calculate and evaluate 3D-dimensionality. A fraction of sp3-carbons and 
chiral atom count in the molecule also proved to be essential descriptors for successful 3D library design. Proper diversity 
levels of the Library were proved by applying max Tanimoto coefficient of diversity 85 % (linear fingerprints were used). 

Applied criteria to improve 3D shape 
functionality of fragments in the library:

Low MW Fragment Library
Recent tendencies in drug discovery shift towards aiming at leads with lower molecular weight and higher hydrophilicity. 
To meet these principles, Life Chemicals has designed its Low MW Fragment Library applying a number of 
physicochemical filters to its General Fragment Collection, followed by MedChem and PAINS structural filters. This 
resulted in a library of around 6,800 compounds. 

Although the molecular weight is the main parameter which was controlled strictly, other physicochemical characteristics 
were also well monitored (e. g., more than 80 % of the Llibrary has ClogP < 2). Due to this upgrading an advanced subset 
of over 5,300 fragments was generated by means of more rigorous physicochemical and structural cut-offs.

The triangle 2D normalized PMI plot indicates Life Chemicals 3D 
Fragments Library to cover various shapes: rod-like, disk-like and 
spherical with sufficient diversity 

Single-type fluorine group
Only 1 peak in 19F NMR spectrum 
in the majority of cases
Purity > 90 %
DMSO soluble at 200 mM

19F NMR spectrum of the fragment 
cocktail 1. All peaks are assigned to the 
corresponding fluorine-containing 
fragments.

Bromine Fragment Library
The Library consists of  1,700 compounds with MW ≤ 350 and ClogP ≤ 3.5. All the fragments contain only one Br-atom. 
Other important parameters (such as HBA, HBD, Fsp3, RotB, TPSA) are included in the data file and can be used for 
selection with multiple restrictions. While this library is available for regular cherry-picking, a specially tailored diversity set 
can be arranged in accordance with the customer’s needs.

An advanced subset of almost 1,100 compounds with no reactive compounds and undesired chemotypes, with PAINS filters 
being applied, composed on the basis of the values given below is also available.
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PPI Fragment Library
PPI inhibitors are typically larger and more lipophilic than inhibitors of more standard binding sites of most proteins. That is 
why PPI fragments have TPSA values higher than it was generally claimed when practicing a common approach to fragment-
based drug design. The same applies to molecular weight of compounds that should be between 250 and 450 Da. 

It was found that small molecules targeting PPI have highly hydrophobic cores within peripheral lipophilic substituents. To 
enhance selectivity we have proposed very reasonably chosen hydrophobic and more spatial structures (sp³-enriched).

The main result of compilation of the features mentioned above is a special chemical space for compounds with a common 
function of PPI interaction inhibition. One more detail that characterizes PPI fragments is the principal moment of inertia 
(PMI). Mean values of npr1 = 0.28, npr2 = 0.88 show the distribution of compounds in 3D space and evaluate 3D-shape 
diversity. Finally, the compounds were passed through the PAINS filter. Almost 3,900 compounds were extracted into the 
Life Chemicals PPI Fragment Library.

Other Michael acceptors Quinones
Sulfonate esters
Sulfonyl halides
Terminal acetylenes
Thioureas and thiones
Vinyl sulfones
Vinyl sulfonamides
Other types

Specific Covalent Fragments
Around 600 structurally diverse compounds, bearing carbon-carbon double bonds activated by either carbonyl or sulfo 
groups (acrylamide, vinulsulfone and vinylsulfonamide moieties), were extracted from our HTS Compound Collection applying 
the modified Ro3 criteria, while undesired chemotypes were removed by in-house developed medicinal chemistry filters.
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